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Press Release
“We distance ourselves to meet” is the concept that we are using these days at Espacio
Food & Service to announce the rescheduling of the fair, which will take place on December
1, 2 and 3, 2020 at Espacio Riesco. The objective is to develop a meeting that will allow not
only the presence of the most important actors in the world of the food industry with their
products, services and technologies, but also to generate the best scenario to promote the
economic upswing of this sector, along with Copper, the food sector is the engine of the
country's economy and where more than 23% of the labor force works. As it is well known,
30% of the country's companies are in the business and represent more than 25% of Chile's
exports. Due to the above and given its strategic importance, such as the historical behavior
of the sector in the face of previous crises, the food industry is called to be the first to rise
and overcome the difficulties and consequences of this pandemic more quickly.
Undoubtedly, this year's meeting will be special, since among other aspects we
commemorate the first decade of the fair, which until today has 70% of its capacity sold,
which shows the great interest that the sector has to get ahead , generating new
commercial links and implementing innovative ways of operating in its sales, such as Ecommerce, a commercial tool that has risen by more than 250%, from 2015 to the end of
2019. This figure will surely increase significantly as a result of the current circumstances.
We want to tell you that Espacio Food & Service will be located this 2020 in an area of more
than 20,000 m2 and will have a large number of invited countries, business meetings,
interactive and healthy kitchens, gastronomic contests, tastings and workshops with high
professional content. In turn, it will have a large number of exhibitors and organic, healthy
food ventures from the halal world, as well as from other latitudes and trends. Dear,
everyone's support is essential and necessary to better overcome these complex moments,
so the invitation is to participate with the maximum effort, ingenuity and enthusiasm.
Please any questions at your disposal, an affectionate greeting.
Best Regards,

